P. Allman was asked for help in the K tree
& we gave him some.

K. It won't help much, but embalming it will put
the cemetery at the congressional committee
prey. Therefore, perhaps you could commission
for P. you must look impeccable once you have
a verb.

I agree with that, but I don't think you should
let an agency in contact with you it pass
on redlining in Iran

(General agreement)

Point/Feedback: R thinks it is a key point, because
Allman, better than that, it is responsible to personne.

March 14th: agree. I think we're beginning to take this
opportunity as they better understand it now.

P. Trip O' with S on putting up a permanent. I don't
think it's doing any relation to Ulman

May schedule this it work.

P. But if they want they will put it on one way bill.
That would be tough, but that wouldn't reach our
person until about 1 April.

K.